CLAS Curriculum Committee Meeting
9:00 am, October 3, 2013
Pugh 150

Present: Shifra Armon, Wind Cowles, Tace Hedrick, Selman Hershfield, Renata Serra, Peter Sin

College Resource Dean: David Pharies

Meeting called to order at 9:00am.

SPN3700 Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics – CONDITIONAL APPROVE.

SPN3414 Advanced Spanish Conversation 2 – TABLE

CHM4910 Undergraduate Research – APPROVE.

ENC3254 Writing for the Disciplines – APPROVE.

GEO 6XXX Shelter and Care Options – RECYCLE.

ANTXXXX Researching Anthropology – CONDITIONAL APPROVE.

AMH2XXX American History and Hollywood Films – RECYCLE.

PHI3XXX Conduct Change and Consequences – RECYCLE.

GEO4XXX Introduction to Applied Geostatistics – CONDITIONAL APPROVE.

ANT3XXX Consumer Culture – RECYCLE.

WOH3XXX The United States and the Contemporary World – CONDITIONAL APPROVE.

Meeting adjourns at 10:15am.